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Dates for your Diary
Thurs

7th Nov. Rev. Caroline & David Tracey “Namibia Visit” *

Thurs 14th Nov. Christine Dale “Lost Villages”
Thurs 21st Nov. Paul Cook “Afghanistan: Heroin & The Silk Road” *
Thurs 28th Nov. SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING+BUSINESS MEETING
(Please Note: * indicates Evening Meeting @ 7:00 pm)
OTHER IMPORTANT DATES
10th November

Remembrance Sunday

5th December

Start of Christmas Collections

8th December

Kid’s Christmas Party

19th December

Member’s Christmas Party
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From the Editor’s Pen …
Welcome to the eleventh ‘Barn Owl’ of 2019 - November - a month of mists,
freezing fog, Bonfire Night, cold, rain, and, perhaps, even some snow. It’s hard
to believe but our Club is already at an advanced stage preparing for Christmas
with supermarket collections, door-to-door collections - and Father Christmas is
almost ready for his eagerly awaited annual visit to all the boys and girls (and the
mums, dads, grandmas, grandads, uncles, aunties, etc.etc.).
We are also in the midst of political turmoil and posturing as Members of
Parliament, Government Ministers, the Prime Minister, the Leader of Her
Majesty’s Opposition, Shadow Ministers, and prospective Speakers of the House
of Commons all gear up for six weeks of campaigning for our votes, together
with all the competing political parties, all of whom seek the power to govern.
Inevitably, every General Election is presented as “the most important in history/
many years/since the last one…” but this election is certainly without precedent
since it should decide whether we succeed in leaving the EU, or succeed in
remaining within it as a full member. Somebody once said:
“ …Pray for Kings and all those in authority, that we may live peaceful and
quiet lives…”. Perhaps we would be wise to heed such advice.
The month of November is also the time when we remember those who gave
their lives in the service of King and country in the armed conflicts which have
occurred all too often. We can argue the rights and wrongs of war ’til the cows
come home, but we can perhaps all agree that we should express our thanks and
gratitude to all those who fought against tyranny and invasion, and for the cause
of justice, peace and freedom.
Perhaps most of all, for the freedom to govern ourselves, to live peaceably with
our neighbours, and to raise our families without fear, in a country of tolerance,
mutual understanding, and respect for others. Without doubt, it must be right to
recall the sacrifices made by many of our countryman down the years, and to
formally and fearlessly acknowledge their courage, selflessness, and often
ultimate sacrifice. Therefore, on this Remembrance Day, let us all stop for a
moment and say out loud, or in our hearts, “ We will remember them”.
And finally, if you would like to contribute to next month’s Barn Owl, the Editor
would be delighted to hear from you in any medium of communication:
(a) email z4ch1952@gmail.com (b) phone: 07908 720 669 (c) ‘snail
mail’ (address in current Membership directory), or (d) please speak to me at
one of our Rotary meetings - thank you! Ed.
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One Thousand Men Are Walking
By Joshua Dyer
One thousand men are walking
Walking side by side
Singing songs from home
The spirit as their guide
they walk toward the light milord
they walk towards the sun
they smoke and laugh and smile together
no foes to outrun
these men live on forever
in the hearts of those they saved
a nation truly grateful
for the path of peace they paved
they march as friends and comrades
but they do not march for war
step closer to salvation
a tranquil steady corps
the meadows lit with golden beams
a beacon for the brave
the emerald grass untrampled
a reward for what they gave
they dream of those they left behind
and know they dream of them
forever in those poppy fields
there walks one thousand men
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Remembrance Day is a commemorative day held each year on November 11th to
acknowledge the end of the First World War. It is observed each year by the
Commonwealth countries of the world.
The Royal British Legion is one of the main charities associated with
Remembrance Sunday. The charity says the red poppy is an emblem of
remembrance and hope, and stresses it is not ‘blood’ red, or a sign of support for
war and death.
The charity also says that the poppy should also not be seen as a religious or
political symbol, but is instead a way to show support for the service and
sacrifice of those who served in the Armed Forces, and their families.
There can be no doubt of the sacrifices made by those who fought and died in the
first World war for King and country, as they went to war leaving their mothers
and fathers, wives and sweet-hearts, sons and daughters behind, and made the
ultimate sacrifice by dying on the field of battle, on the high seas, or in the air.
The courage, determination, bravery and guts shown by so many who gave their
lives fighting an enemy of equal bravery and determination cannot be underestimated. At the same time, we can be sure that fear, in all its terrible guises
must have terrorised many a brave soldier as the heat of battle grew ever closer.
It is now one hundred and one years since the First World War came to an end.
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We must surely thank God that for many of us, industrialised mass warfare and
it’s concomitant mass slaughter of literally millions of men (and also women and
children) is no more than a distant memory, or an entry in a history book.
But there are still some, though far fewer today than before, who have fought in
the heat of battle and survived to tell the tale. Rotarians in our own club have
seen active service in the Royal Navy in the Second World War, and also in the
British Army in the Korean War. They, and others like them, deserve our thanks,
our respect, and our admiration for their bravery and for doing their duty.
There will be many more of us who have had fathers, grandfathers, uncles, and
other relatives and friends who have fought in wars and battles, or who have
served their monarch in our armed forces whether in peace-time or in war. For
all those who have helped keep our nation safe from war we should also give our
grateful thanks. We should also be thankful for our armed forces today who
serve to keep us safe from those who would do us harm, if they could:

Deployment in the Falklands, 2019
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In 2019, the British Army is involved in Operations and Deployments in
Afghanistan, Africa, the Baltics, Belize, Brunei, Canada, Cyprus, Germany,
Gibraltar, Iraq, and the Falklands. These range from peacekeeping, providing
humanitarian aid, enforcing anti-terrorism measures and combating the
international drugs trade.

Royal Navy sends third warship to the Gulf, 2019
The Royal Navy is currently deployed in UK waters (Exercise Joint Warrior,
Fishery Protection Squadron, Faslane Patrol Boat Squadron), Red Sea and Gulf
(Operation Kipion, patrolling the Gulf since 1980, Oman with Operation Saif
Sareea since 1986), North Atlantic (Operation Westlant with HMS Queen
Elizabeth Aircraft carrier, and Atlantic Patrol Tasking North), South Atlantic
(Antarctic Patrol, and Atlantic Patrol Tasking South), Arctic and Northern
European (Cold Weather Training, Baltic Protector, Exercise Baltops),
Mediterranean and Black Sea (Gibraltar Sqaudron, Ocean Surveying, Joint
Expeditionary Force), Indiian Ocean (Combined Task Force 150, Operation
Atalanta), Pacific (Rim of thePacific) Operation PATWIN), and Global
(Continuous ‘at sea’ deterrent including conventional and nuclear submarines)
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On 1st April, 2018, the Royal air Force celebrated it’s 100th birthday. It has
protected our nation, helped to end wars in Europe and around the world, and ,
with the Royal Navy and the Army, protected the British people from invasion.

RAF T3 Typhoon FGR.MK.4 (Max. Speed Mach 1.8)
The Royal Air Force is engaged today in 15 missions, on 4 continents, in 22
countries.
The Royal Air Force is actively involved with the following specific tasks:
1: Respond to threats
(This includes serving as a key partner in the coalition to degrade and defeat
Daesh in Iraq and Syria)
2: Prevent conflict
3: Watch the skies
(From RAF Lossiemouth and RAF Coningsby QRA Typhoon aircraft and their
personnel provide UK air defence capability 24 hours a day, 365 days a year)
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4: Deliver aid
This includes providing air-borne emergency relief following the devastation
caused in the Caribbean following Hurricane Irm
5: Work in partnership
6: Combat cyber threats
In a world which continues to suffer armed conflict in many countries, and in
which peace appears to be a forlorn hope in many parts of our world, perhaps we
should continue, in whatever way we can to work for peace, to support those who
suffer from the effects of war, and to help in whatever way we can to end war
and restore peace, justice, and freedom to our divided and war-torn world.
Ed.
@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@@

Did You Know….?
We (Rotary of Great Britain and Ireland) refuse to accept conflict as a way
of life.
We promote goodwill and understanding across the world by training local
leaders to support long-term peace-building.
Through our service projects, Rotary is taking action to bring about social
change.
We strengthen the leaders of today and empower the peacemakers of tomorrow at
home and across the world.
Rotary is not simply tackling the consequences which result from conflict, but
addressing its fundamental causes.
This means overcoming poverty, inequality and lack of access to education and
key resources.
Promoting peace is not a problem isolated to the developing world.
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In Great Britain and Ireland, Rotary clubs encourage understanding, diversity and
compassion through a variety of activities at a local level.
How Rotary makes peace happen through awarding Peace Fellowships to
successful candidates.
Each year, Rotary supports up to 100 professionals to undertake study at one of
our Rotary Peace Centres around the world. These are:
•

Duke University and University of North Carolina, United States

•

International Christian University, Tokyo, Japan

•

University of Bradford, United Kingdom

•

University of Queensland, Australia

•

Uppsala University, Sweden

•

Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand

Our fellowships
•

Master’s degree programmes – Last between 15 to 24 months and require a
practical internship of two to three months during academic breaks

•

Professional development certificate programme – For experiences
professionals and lasts three months with two to three weeks of field study.

Through academic learning and practical implementation, Rotary Peace Fellows
become global leaders in peace and conflict prevention and resolution.
More than 1,000 fellows have graduated from the programme, with many
completing the programme at the Rotary Peace Centre based right here in the
United Kingdom at the University of Bradford.
(This information taken from the Rotary website www.rotarygbi.org - Ed.)
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Laughter really is the best medicine!
“A PENSIONER TRIUMPHS!”
A lawyer and a senior citizen are sitting next to each other on a long flight. The
lawyer is thinking that pensioners are so dumb that he could get one over on
them easily.
So, the lawyer asks if the pensioner would like to play a fun game.
The pensioner is tired and just wants to take a nap, so he politely declines and
tries to catch a few winks.
The lawyer persists, saying that the game is a lot of fun..."I ask you a question,
and if you don't know the answer, you pay me only £5. Then you ask me one,
and if I don't know the answer, I will pay you £500" he says.
This catches the pensioner's attention and, to keep the lawyer quiet, he agrees to
play the game.
The lawyer asks the first question. "What's the distance from the Earth to the
Moon?"
The senior doesn't say a word, but reaches into his pocket, pulls out a five-pound
note, and hands it to the lawyer.
Now, it's the pensioner's turn. He asks the lawyer, "What goes up a hill with
three legs, and comes down with four?" The lawyer uses his laptop to search all
references he can find on the internet. He sends E-mails to all the smart friends
he knows; all to no avail. After an hour of searching, he finally gives up. He
wakes the pensioner and hands him £500.00.
The pensioner pockets the £500.00 and goes right back to sleep.
The lawyer is going nuts not knowing the answer. He wakes the pensioner up
and asks, "Well, so what goes up a hill with three legs and comes down with
four?”
The pensioner reaches into his pocket, hands the lawyer £5.00, and goes back to
sleep.
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Some famous quotes on which to ponder:
A member of Parliament to Disraeli: "Sir, you will either die on the
gallows or of some unspeakable disease."
"That depends, Sir," said Disraeli, "whether I embrace your
policies or your mistress."
"He uses statistics as a drunken man uses lamp-posts... for support
rather than illumination."
Andrew Lang
"He had delusions of adequacy."
Walter Kerr
"He has all the virtues I dislike and none of the vices I admire."
Winston Churchill
"I have never killed a man, but I have read many obituaries with
great pleasure."
Clarence Darrow
"Let us never forget that government is ourselves and not an alien
power over us. The ultimate rulers of our democracy are not a
President and Senators and Congressmen and Government officials
but the voters of this country."
Franklin D. Roosevelt
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And finally…
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